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1. Assembly work: just rou*ne work?  

This ar.cle deals with assembly work from the perspec.ve of non-rou.ne work. This may at first 

glance be surprising, since non-rou.ne immediately suggests the idea of highly qualified digital 
work in sobware development or in innova.ve fields like collabora.ve engineering, or of interac-

.ve work in the caring sector on in consul.ng. But industrial assembly – the world of ficng, ma-

nipula.ng, and adjus.ng – in today’s discourse overwhelmingly rates as rou.ne work, and there-

fore highly suscep.ble by robo.c technology or other digital technologies currently discussed. 

Not only the recent and highly acknowledged study of Frey and Osborne (2013) sees assembly 

on the top of suscep.ble tasks, the rou.ne/non-rou.ne dis.nc.on characteris.c for labour mar-

ket research for decades, always recurs to assembly work as major example for rou.ne work (for 

a cri.cal perspec.ve on this approach see Pfeiffer/Suphan 2015). 

It is not immediately obvious that non-rou.ne work, of all things, should receive focus in the field 

of industrial assembly work. But this is precisely what this ar.cle will try: not just assume that 
assembly is “low-skilled” work only combining rou.ne tasks, but instead inves.gated assembly 

work explora.vely in all its dimensions and allowing non-rou.ne capabili.es to show, if there are 

any. Our  analy.cal findings show that it is not all that simple when it comes to the supposed 1

simplicity and rou.ne character of assembly work and, furthermore, that assembly work is also 

packed with different aspects of non-rou.ne tasks and the capabili.es to cope with them.  

But, now on to a necessary digression into the lively ongoing debate about low-skilled work. For 

low-skilled work – assembly work included – currently is very much a subject of discussion. At 

first glance this is surprising, given that it was long assumed that low-skilled work was among 

moderniza.on’s losers in Germany (see Reinberg 2004, p. 61). Ever since the introduc.on of 

group work and “leaner” assembly plants there appeared as typical and predominant in industrial 
produc.on and assembly in Germany the technician qualified in the dual system and with the job 

profile of the highly qualified problem solver (see Baethge-Kinsky/Tullius 2006; Jürgens 2006, p. 

15; Kern/Schumann 1984; Schumann et al. 1994; Springer 2005, p. 15). Contradic.ng this as-

sessment, already in the 1980s there were the first empirical indica.ons that a complete u.liza-

.on of available qualifica.on poten.als was just as unfeasible as a dynamic expansion of qualifi-

ca.ons (see David 1996, p. 13 f.). And even today, the preponderant part of the approximately 

one million assembly workers in the metal and electronics industries are classified as semi-skilled 

(Feldmann et al. 2003, p. 1 f.; Kuhlmann 2004, p. 178 ff.). Current labour market research sta-

.s.cs show that employees in “low-skill jobs” or the “less-qualified” make up 30% of the work-

force and of employable individuals in Germany as well as the EU (see Clement 2006; Dostal/

 “Our” addresses the en.re team at ISF Munich that contributed the basic empirical analyses; Tobias Riper, Stefan 1

Sauer, Eric Treske and Daniela Wühr.
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Reinberg 1999; Tessaring 2005). We are seeing forecasts that in 2010 approximately one million 

jobs in Germany will have to be categorized as low-skill – so it seems that low-skill work contrary 

to expecta.ons will not be on the way out (Zeller et al. 2004c) – Low-skill work is of quan.ta.ve-

ly significant magnitude in retail trade, service industries and capital goods and it is characteris.c 

for many fields of industrial assembly work (Bellmann/Stegmaier 2007; Kupka 2005, p. 12). 

From the quan.ta.ve angle, therefore, low-skill work although diminishing over the decades s.ll 

remained a relevant subject in Germany, par.cularly in assembly work. But, as pointed out by a 

whole series of current studies, the qualita.ve demands on what is termed low-skill work are 
changing. Today it is increasingly taken for granted, on the one hand, that socially-driven “wide-

spread basic qualifica.ons” generally are stressed more than they used to be as given (Zeller et al. 

2004b, p. 21) and, on the other hand, that on the “secondary labour market” (Weinkopf 2007, p. 

25) more is demanded even of people without formal qualifica.ons than used to be the case. 

Also, and especially, for the semi-skilled there is talk of a “qualifica.on shib” (Zeller 2005, p. 58) 

and of substan.al changes in requirements structures (Baethge-Kinsky/Tullius 2006, p. 114). For 

semi- and unskilled workers the substan.ve requirements are shibing: increasingly, they need 

both technical as well as process exper.se (Zeller et al. 2004, p. 51), even if the technical knowl-

edge required of the semi-skilled is “basically structured more simply” and “in prac.ce is highly 

specific to opera.onal processes” (ibid., p. 54). An appropriate classifica.on of the varied, in part 
contradictory, findings re the changed requirements for low-skilled labour calls for a clear differ-

en.a.on between the formal qualifica.ons and the actual qualifica.on profile or job content of 

the specific posi.on (Bellmann/Stegmaier 2007, p. 10) or differen.a.ng between formal qualifi-

ca.on and effec.ve competence (Erpenbeck 2004, p. 82). Many workers doing assembly work 

may be formally low-skilled, but, aber handling complex products and in moderately to highly au-

tomated work surroundings, in the course of their oben long employment they have become 

highly competent. In that case they should be included among the “low-qualified highly compe-

tent” according to Erpenbeck. The less knowledge and skill is unilaterally equated with formal and 

theory-based forms of knowledge in such a classifica.on, the more the indispensable and special 

competence of assembly workers comes into sharper relief. Especially the concept of experience 
seems to be essen.al for really grasping the demands on assembly jobs (and their changes). Cur-

rent studies at least suggest this: Thus, Zeller et al. emphasize that is prac.cal knowledge that 

enables the semi-skilled to act adequately and as demanded by the situa.on, to grasp the big pic-

ture beper, to cope with breakdowns, to perform quality controls more effec.vely, and to beper 

integrate and associate informa.on based on its relevance (2004, p. 54), Buck (2003, p. 22) 

points to the importance of experien.al knowledge in a framework of compe..ve decentralized 

assembly systems and reduces it to the requirements formula: “experien.al knowledge + en-

gagement + exper.se.” But what does not emerge clearly from such insights is what experience 

actually is, how it is obtained, how it “func.ons” and why it seems to play such a big role, along 

with technical knowledge and standardized handling, in the industrial context in par.cular. In 
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Freimuth et al. (2002, p. 14) we encounter first hints as to what the quality of experience in as-

sembly work might consist of:  The talk there is of exper.se and know-how that are “as if physi-

cally and mentally” connected, of sensing changes in materials, of the ability to “smell” problems 

before they manifest themselves, of knowing from experience “roughly how far to exceed toler-

ances without risk, or load materials without destroying them” plays just as big a role as “rough 

rules of thumb” that are “organized along fuzzy logic lines.”  

We will present the condensed key findings of our studies in what follows. To do so, we will give 

a rough outline of the analy.cal concept: Experien.al knowledge and labour capacity as a specif-
ic view on informal exper.se and “tacit knowledge.” This perspec.ve brings into focus aspects 

such as feel for material, intui.on, a flair for plant and equipment and the like (chapter 2). 

In our studies of assembly work we were interested in looking more closely at this “other” side of 

work: Is there any non-rou.ne to be found in assembly work today? What exactly is experience 

about in assembly work? How does it find expression? And above all: How important is it current-

ly and in the future in the flexible assembly systems context? To this end, we conducted a total of 

62 qualita.ve interviews in five assembly companies, chapter 3 gives an overview on the 

methodological research design and the sampling strategies. 

In the next step – and this is the major part of the ar.cle – we will present detailed key findings 

from the empirical analysis, star.ng with an overall view and condensed insight into our key find-
ings (chapter 4). If we look at assembly work from a holis.c perspec.ve, we discover that it is 

anything but “low-skill” and mere rou.ne and thus easily replaced work. The detailed research 

results are presented in three parts: Chapter 5 covers the role of non-rou.ne tasks in assembly, 

startup and malfunc.on, concentra.ng on the core tasks of assembly like handling the material, 

that is, parts, products, equipment, and machinery. Chapter 6 reveals interac.ve capabili.es that 

play an increasing role in assembly work but are mostly overseen in the view of conven.onal dis-

.nc.ons of rou.ne/non-rou.ne tasks: We will show how much interac.vity is needed not only in 

between the working group, but also for ensuring high performance and quality and even a 

smooth material flow despite observed flaws of the assembly related ICT systems. In chapter 7 

we describe the usually neglected role of assembly workers in processes of innova.on and orga-
niza.onal learning. 

To sharpen our empirical driven argumenta.on we then contrast different types of assembly and 

ask if there are substan.al differences between our four case studies of mass assembly and the 

one contras.ng case of more qualified workshop assembly (chapter 8). We conclude with a dis-

cussion of our findings in light of current educa.onal policy debates in Germany (chapter 9) as 

Germany’s system of voca.onal training is not only quite unique, but also gets increasing in-

terna.onal awareness in the ongoing discussion about Industry 4.0 or the industrial internet. 
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2. A theore*cal framework for non-rou*ne 

When they design technology and/or the organiza.on of work, when they conceptualize the 

learning and con.nuing educa.on modules in enterprises – then the design principles and train-
ing methods mostly orient themselves to technical knowledge, material logic and the feasibility of 

plannable ac.on.  Moreover, in judging performance, experience-based abili.es seldom play a 

role. However, everyone knows who the experienced co-workers, the “old hands,” are. What they 

are really able to do, knowing what the name of the game really is, this is the edge they have over 

the rookies in their work place – these are all factors that are seldom visible from the outside.  

This also stems from the fact that experience is personal and always comprises informal, implicit, 

individually dis.nct knowledge and ac.on. These quali.es are difficult to “pin down”; they cannot 

be loaded into databases or conveyed as theore.cal knowledge. The importance of experience is 

no.ced for the most part when it is lacking: when the work sta.on has already been moved or 

the co-worker has already re.red. In this ar.cle we focus on the nexus of knowledge, work, and 
experience, as clearly captured in the sesquipedalian “experience-based knowledge work.” 

Knowledge, work, and experience – these are three concepts that normally are not thought of in 

the same breath necessarily. To think about them and study them as one, we had recourse in the 

project to two concepts from industrial and labour sociology: the concept of subjec.fying work 

ac.on (Böhle/Milkau 1988; Böhle/Rose 1992; Böhle et al. 2002) and, connected with it, labour-
ing capacity (Pfeiffer 2014). And, although everyone is talking about experience but no one really 

seems able to verbalize just exactly what experience is, let us begin by elabora.ng on the con-

ceptual bases of our inves.ga.ons. We have a fairly clear idea of what work is on the task and 

ac.vity level. Or, to put it more precisely: We have an image of the manner in which we act and 

think while working – we all like to see ourselves as objec.ve and logical, as knowing exactly 
what we are engaged in. It is possible to summarize this idea of doing work as follows:  

• Our eyes perceive explicit data and “send” them to our brain. We have a clear objec.ve in mind 

and work toward it on the principle of: think first, then act.  

• All that we do is based on our logical thought processes and the theore.cal knowledge we pos-

sess.  

Machines are inert objects; we relate to them in a purely func.onal way. According to this idea, 

this is how we “func.on”: Our eyes act as op.cal sensors that report data. Environmental s.muli 

enter our brain and are “processed” there. All this happens based on logical assump.ons and the-

ore.cally-based knowledge. It is as if we were bipedal, breathing computers. The world around us 

is perceived as object and that is also how we deal with it: factually, value-neutrally, and objec-
.vely. Hence. we also call this ac.on mode “objec.fying.” Unques.onably, people can act this 

way. And there are indeed many daily work situa.ons in which this is the best way of proceeding. 
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Above all, it is whenever we know exactly what lies ahead, when it is clear what the next step 

should be, when the circumstances surrounding our ac.on can be planned and figured out. How-

ever, we also know simultaneously that there is another side to the world and to us as well. The 

world of work is less and less amenable to being planned out. In many workplaces, the unpre-

dictable has become the new normal. Everything is moving faster and is more complex, so that, at 

.mes, no one can say with certainty what is the right thing to do in a live situa.on. S.ll, a deci-

sion has to be made regardless and oben without enough .me for thinking through all the theo-

re.cal possibili.es “like a chess player.” But, even the chess grand masters value both situa.onal 
awareness and intui.on most highly because there comes a point when computa.on no longer 

gets them anywhere.  Furthermore, this is a case where the possibili.es are even circumscribed 

by a clear set of rules. In opera.onal reality, in contrast, something is always bound to happen 

that no one an.cipated. There is always a first .me, always a situa.on that never happened be-

fore, and in which the cookie-cuper approach will not do. This type of situa.on calls for changing 

roles: the logical-analy.cal “computer” turns into the improvising musician who masters his in-

strument with virtuosity and from the gut. This way of ac.ng is also work, and it is constantly in-

creasing in importance. Mostly, it is the experienced workers are the ones who can cope with the 

unexpected. Work also requires – experience.  

Humans approach work with all their senses. Wits and logic alone cannot help us make the right 
decision in cri.cal situa.ons – intui.on, gut feel, and emo.on can also furnish useful inputs. We 

are not just head but also heart. And. it is the body that knows and senses, no.ces and feels its 

way, remembers sequences.  These capabili.es oben take .me to develop, hence they are above 

all encountered in experienced workers. Theore.cal subject maper knowledge and standardized 

processes help meet stable, recurring demands. But it is experience that provides us with the 

chance to also manage the (as yet) unknown, which permits dealing confidently with imponder-

ables. This is because experience is more than just a sta.c ensemble of rou.nes. Experience also 

signifies a special way of dealing with things, people, and situa.ons at work. The most important 

traits of this type of ac.ng and knowing that we term “subjec.fying” are: 

• A holis.c awareness: we hear, see, feel, smell simultaneously – everything may be important, 
nothing is conclusive.  

• An explora.ve, dialogical process: we feel our way, step-wise. We wait for the reac.on, we 

change our behaviour from moment to moment as the situa.on demands. 

• Intui.on and feel: oben there is no .me to think everything through ahead of .me. Then we 

need to have an intui.ve sense of the correct thing to do. 
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• An empathe.c rela.onship: machines may be inanimate objects, but you need to get to know 

their quirks in the way you get to know a person. And you need and have a good feel for how 

to interact with them. 

What we normally understand as work and what role experience plays are two sides of the same 

coin. It is not a maper of either-or, but of both-and – of work in the sense of ra.onal planning 

coupled with experience, even, and especially, in assembly work. It is this quality of human ways 

of working that will keep the human from ever being completely replaceable in complex work en-

vironments: the capacity for ac.ng ra.onally and emo.onally, analy.cally and intui.vely, planned 
and improvisa.onal, as well as by thinking and doing; and, beyond that, knowing what type of 

situa.on calls for what way of ac.ng and what knowledge. In juxtaposing subjec.fying and ob-

jec.fying work ac.on, we capture not just two key elements of the “experience-based knowl-

edge work,” i.e., work and experience, but now also a third one: knowledge.  For, in the so-named 

subjec.fying mode, knowledge is always an integral component of ac.ng already and hence of 

work. Work without knowledge is simply not conceivable; work was always also knowledge work, 

not just since the knowledge society was proclaimed. Admipedly, while in objec.fying work ac-

.vity the theore.cal and formalized (technical) knowledge is consulted before the respec.ve ac-

.on, (experien.al) knowledge and ac.on are inseparably intertwined in the subjec.fying modus. 

A rough overview of both modes is found in Table 1. 

These fundamental dimensions of experience – and their par.cular importance in complex and 

highly automated or computerized work environments – are not new insights in labour and in-

dustrial sociology. Already, in the late 1980s, the role of experience in “subjec.fying” work ac.on 

was uncovered, first in the study of work in the transi.on from conven.onal to CNC-controlled 
machine tools (Böhle/Milkau 1988) in the processing industry (Bauer et al. 2006; Böhle/Rose 

1992) and later among others also in the area of collabora.on and interac.on work (Bolte 2006; 

Bolte et al. 2008), and of informa.on work (Pfeiffer 1999 und 2014). This revela.on did not lan-

guish in academic niches but quickly became relevant in prac.ce: in designing produc.on tech-

nology (see Mar.n 1995; Schulze et al. 2001) and IT systems (Pfeiffer et al. 2008), in the area of 

voca.onal training (see Bauer et al. 2006; Schemme 2006, p. 148 f.; Sevsay-Tegethoff 2007) and 

Usual concep*ons of work … 
„objec*fying“ DIMENSIONS

… and the role of experience 
„subjec*fying“ 

data registering 

planned out

PERCEPTION 

PROCESS

holis.c-sensory 

dialogic and explorative

logical and analy.cal 

theory-based 

objec.ve and ra.onal

THINKING 

KNOWLEDGE 

RELATION

sensing and assozia.ve 

experience-based 

empathe.c

Table 1: Dimensions of objecEfying and objecEfying work acEon
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in organiza.onal development (Böhle et al. 2004; Böhle et al. 2008). Subjec.fying work ac.on, 

however, is not just an innate ability that individuals “bring with them,” so to speak, to work; on 

the contrary, to be trained, subjec.fying abili.es in a sense require an opposite number. That 

which we in everyday language call experience is always something specific. There is no such 

thing as the assembly experience, rather the special experience in XY assembly work at company 

Z. Depending on which technology and products are involved, which process steps are typical, 

and which organiza.onal form is characteris.c, it is differen.ated by everything that makes the 

individual workplace specifically what it is, gathered into the special experien.al knowledge and 
ac.on that is required just in this workplace. And it is only there that it can come into being.   2

Aber what now has been nearly 20 years of research and implementa.on experience on the top-

ic of “subjec.fying work ac.on and experience” we can make two summarizing observa.ons 

First, these quali.es of work ac.on are to be found in all areas studied to date, and, beyond that, 

they are at least as essen.al for successful work ac.on as their counterpart, the objec.fying abil-

i.es. Second, of all the empirical fields inves.gated from the research perspec.ve of the subjec.-

fying work ac.on or labouring capacity, it is par.cularly in complex work situa.ons that the spe-

cial importance of these ac.on and knowledge quali.es shows up – making experience, in a way, 

the “core competence” for dealing with the unexpected and therefore is also a guarantor of per-

formance, especially in produc.on (see Böhle et al. 2004). It is therefore hardly surprising that 
experien.al knowledge (whether parsed as “tacit knowledge” or implicit knowledge) in recent 

years has experienced a renaissance in many areas of society, but above all in the areas of work, 

voca.onal training, and technology design, and has found a previously unheard of degree of ac-

ceptance (see Böhle et al. 2002). However, it remains that the broad acceptance that is s.ll gath-

ering steam in everyday opera.ons is frequently confronted by a downplaying of, to some extent 

even discrimina.on against, the quality of experience. There are many obvious reasons for this 

having to do with the nature of experience, for example: 

• Experience cannot be “seen.” As long as everything is apparently running smoothly as seen from 

the outside, its importance simply does not register. Experience is knowledge that has become 

“second nature,” which makes experience so hard to “pin down” – for instance, by stashing it in 
databases. And that is also why it is oben forgopen to men.on or no.ce it: in breaking in co-

workers, in peering over someone’s shoulder, during maintenance, etc.  

• Experience is something personal; it differs from person to person because everyone has dif-

ferent experiences. This is what makes talking about one’s own experiences and exchanging it so 

important; on the other hand, this is exactly why this unfortunately happens so infrequently. 

 In order to capture this “opposite number” of work means, work objects, and work organisa.on, the study was done 2

with the analy.cal concept of living labouring capacity (see Pfeiffer 2014) which posi.ons the material and social 
givens of work means, work objects, and work organisa.on as equals alongside the physical and person-specific sub-

jec.fying work ac.on. 
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• It is skilled workers of all stripes especially that regard experience as an almost self-evident 

element in their skill set that needs no verbalizing. The semi-skilled, for their part, assume that 

precisely their experience is irrelevant – and this impression is also oben conveyed in enterpris-

es. 

• Experience is of dynamic quality and therefore it could be seen as the substan.al opposite of 

mere rou.ne. While experien.al ac.on interacts within given situa.ons and tackles complexity 

and unforeseen circumstances, just rou.ne would fail to cope with anything that is or seems 

slightly out of the ordinary. 

There are yet two more reasons for the disregard or disrespect for experience: One is the misper-

cep.on, rife in the literature as well as in prac.ce, which equates an “experience trove” with 

hardened rou.nes that blind and stul.fy in dealing with the new and the unexpected. But the 

understanding of experience that we have developed of it here as subjec.fying ac.on and 

knowledge quali.es means exactly the opposite, namely: experience as a method for doing, as 

the ability to have (and want to have) new experiences and to apply previous experiences in new 

ways in coping with unforeseen challenges. The second is that the valuing of experience ul.-

mately is hampered by our industrial history: For many decades, tayloris.c forms of organizing 

work (and, closely .ed with it, also the relevant design principles for produc.on technologies) 

understood experience not as an instance for managing under uncertainty but rather as a source 
of unpredictability. The objec.ve was to filter experience as an imponderable element out of the 

produc.on process as much as possible through formaliza.on and standardiza.on or, beper yet, 

to eliminate it en.rely. Interchangeable workers reac.ng iden.cally by the book every .me to 

invariably recurring, unchanging requirements need anything but individually dis.nct experience 

that developed in line with personal experiences.  This perspec.ve on experience as nuisance 

factor, pointedly formulated as a veritable “enemy” of standardized processes and formalized 

procedures, s.ll exerts its influence as cultural background on our world and (not just) the (indus-

trial) world of work. As much as this way of seeing stubbornly hands on, par.cularly on the deci-

sion making level in enterprises, just as liple does it fit modern produc.on requirements. It is in 

complex, partly highly automated processes that the experience of co-workers facilitates for-
ward-looking detec.on of looming malfunc.ons and their eventual impacts – all the way to a 

complete stands.ll of work processes – and preven.on through early interven.on.  Along with 

the ever rising variety of versions and ever more dynamically changing market demands, assem-

bly work with standardized, even robust, processes is no longer immune to the unexpected – to 

cope successfully ad hoc and situa.onally with these calls for an experience-based effort. And 

handling the unexpected is only one facet – experience in flexible assembly systems is above all 

also needed if meaningful standardiza.ons and process improvements are to be pursued in the 

first place.  
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Hence, only by acknowledging the special quali.es of experience and promo.ng them can use be 

made of their vital complementary func.oning. It therefore makes sense to take a close look at 

the expressions of the non-rou.ne parts in assembly work and to highlight something that nor-

mally takes place in obscurity and unno.ced. In the next chapters, first we present the method-

ological approach followed by a detailed insight into the material findings from our studies. 

3. Method and sampling strategy 

Following the mul.ple company case study (Yin 2008), our findings derive from 62 qualita.ve 

interviews in the automo.ve sector and in the machinery manufacturing branch. These inter-

views las.ng from 45 to 90 minutes each were complemented by group discussions with em-

ployees, management and field experts, and some shib-long working place observa.ons (for an 

overview of conducted interviews, group discussions and workplace observa.ons per case see 

table 2).  

The branch focus of our research projects was put on the automo.ve and the machinery manu-

facturing industry in Germany considering their importance to what is recently discussed in Ger-

many under the term Industry 4.0 (Kagermann et al. 2013). The company sample in the automo-

.ve industry consists of four suppliers and represents the typical structures of German assembly 

loca.ons in regards to employee count, product and process complexity or work organisa.on. 

For details see table 3.  

AUS1 AUS2 AUS3 WSA EPM

Interviews with… 21 8 8 8 17

…assembly workers 
…group leaders 
…administra.on  
…work council

13 
6 
2

6 
1 
1

5 
3 

6 
1 
1

8 
3 
5 
1

workplace observa.ons 
group discussions

6 
5

2 
2

1 
1

2 
2

3 
3

Table 2: Overview of empirical basis
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Though the ini.al interviews were conducted in 2006, and the last workplace observa.ons and 

further group discussions around 2008, the case studies s.ll represent typical German assembly 

in said branches today regarding the automa.on level, the dominant forms of assembly and the 

skill variety ob he workforce. Three companies represent mechanic or electro-mechanical prod-

ucts and are suppliers solely fort he automo.ve industry (AUS1 – AUS3), one company produces 

electronic parts for the automo.ve as well as for other industries (EPM). In the machinery manu-

facturing branch we observed one enterprise with a total employee count of under 100 (WSA), 

producing complex and unique machinery via workshop assembly. This company was chosen as a 

contrast case as this kind of assembly mostly is seen as highly qualified and considered as less 
rou.ne work than the mass assembly in the automo.ve sector. 

Beyond theoreEcal sampling techniques according to the Grounded Theory (Glaser 1992) and in 

line with our research interest, one crucial criterion for selec.ng adequate interview partners in 

the five chosen companies was their variety of characteris.c assembly work (e.g. the automa.on 

level, the complexity of parts and ob he assembly process). All gathered and completely tran-

scribed materials underwent an in-depth qualita.ve content analysis (Mayring 2000) combined 

with theore.cal sensi.ve coding suggested by Grounded Theory, choosing emergence over forc-

ing empirical data (see Kelle 2005).  

Company characteris*cs AUS1 AUS2 AUS3 WSA EPM

Revenue in Mio EUR 
Global workforce  
Workforce German site 
Share of personell costs

25-50 
1.000 to 2.500 

250 to 500 
22%

25-50 
5.000 bis 10.000 

250 to 500 
24%

> 110 
2.500 to 5.000 
2.500 to 5.000 

22%

5-15 
100 to 250 
50 to 150 

25%

25-50 
500 to 1.000 
150 to 250 

20%

Assembly  characteris3cs

Product complexity 

Series volume  
Assembly system 
Level of automa.on 
Teamwork since 
Team size

simple to  
medium 

40 to > 1 Mio. 
Single & Flow 

medium 
2000 
10

medium 

10 to > 10.000 
Single & Flow 

medium 
1998 

15

high 

50 to > 1.000 
Flow &  U-form 

high 
1995 
5 – 15

medium  
to high 
1 to 10 

Workshop 
low 

1990 
1 – 10

medium,  
to high 

1 to > 10.000 
Single & Flow 

medium 
1994 
8 – 15

Assembly workforce

Overall 
voca.onal trained/skilled 
unksilled/semi-skilled 
Female worker 
Migrant worker 
Aged under 30 years 
Aged over 50 years

150 to 200 
10% 
90% 
21% 
40% 
8% 
36%

50 to 100 
39% 
50% 

– 
44% 
28% 
28%

1.000 to 1.250 
45% 
45% 
5% 
20% 
14% 
25%

< 25 
100% 

– 
– 
– 

27% 
40%

50 to 100 
22% 
78% 
22% 
8% 
8% 

24%

Table 3: Company and workforce characterisEcs of case studies
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4.  Assembly work beyond rou*ne – an overall look at 
our empirical findings  

The assembly-experience matrix shown below (see table 4) presents a condensed depic.on of 

the results of all of our interviews, workplace observa.ons, and group discussions or workshops 

in the five businesses surveyed. It shows which dimensions of an experience-based knowledge 

and ac.on (table columns) are used for which requirements during assembly (table rows) and how 

important each of them is. Our key objec.ve for the empirical work was to determine the expres-

sion and importance of specific work capacity of experienced assembly worker, as well to capture 
the situa.ons or dimensions in which experience has an important to vital importance. In the in-

terviews, we tried to elicit verbal descrip.ons from the everyday work ac.vi.es in which phe-

nomena of subjec.fying work ac.on played an especially central role. These are found aggregat-

ed in the columns headed holis.c awareness, dialogic approach, associa.ve thinking inclusive of 

hunch and feel and, finally, empathe.c rela.onship. 

Assembly overall Holis*c 
awareness Dialogic approach Associa*on  

and feel
Empathe*c 
rela*onship

Cumula*ve 
significance

Assembly

Running ◉ ◉

Start up ◉ ◉ ◉◉

Problem Avoidance

Problem Resolu.on ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉◉◉

Disposi,on/organisa,on

Group/team ◉ ◉ ◉◉

Performance ◉ ◉

Quality assurance

Material flow ◉ ◉

Innova,on

Set up/op.mising ◉ ◉ ◉◉

Learn

Experience swap ◉ ◉ ◉ ◉◉◉

 plays a role   ◉ important    vital

Table 4: The overall assembly – experience matrix
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This assembly-experience matrix in a compressed format shows clearly that experience quali.es 

play a role in all areas pertaining to assembly work. In addi.on, we can also dis.nctly pick out the 

areas in which they are of special or even vital importance: namely during startup, in quality con-

trol, and in set-up and op.miza.on of assembly systems and processes – in other words, in the 

areas that are addressed par.cularly by the more flexible assembly work design that integrated 

produc.on systems strive for.  

Before we detail our findings along the individual requirement dimensions in assembly work, here 

are two major results of our inquiry: First, even repe..ve work is not all that unskilled, provided 
one makes the effort to observe it in detail and on the level of work ac.on. For handling technol-

ogy, work rou.ne, product, and breakdowns, experience remains a relevant factor – even when it 

involves seemingly “simple” work. Second, the competency demands rela.ve to disposi.on and 

organisa.on are escala.ng even for so-called unskilled jobs. But these also have an experience 

aspect: Quality controls, unimpeded material flow, coordinated group ac.on and performance do 

not only result from standards, but above all also from the workers’ subjec.fying workarounds.   

Finally, it quickly became apparent during the survey process, that experience not only plays a 

significant role in learning, in knowledge exchange, as well as in secng up and op.mizing pro-

cesses, but also that the “unskilled” assembly workers oben are more conscious of this role than, 

for example, their group coaches and supervisors. Despite all the pruning that necessarily goes 
with a tabular compac.on of 62 qualita.ve interviews from five different companies, the matrix 

does show that especially the capacity for holis.c sensory awareness and an empathe.c rela.on-

ship with equipment, products, and processes is of striking importance. Our analyses above all 

show the holis.c quality of these skills: It may be possible to classify the whole range of experi-

ence and human capacity for work in each specific dimensions of assembly work, but, in daily 

work, performance without quality is unthinkable just as a smoothly running assembly opera.on 

is inconceivable without an.cipatory fault avoidance, and so forth. Many of the passages  in the 3

interviews we conducted thus can also be assigned to at least one other dimension. This points 

up the special quality of experience: At all .mes and in all places it bears on every ac.on and it is 

only on paper that it can be deprived of this holis.c quality.  

 For reasons of space, we do not replicate interview excerpts in this ar.cle. They are available in their en.rety in the 3

comprehensive version of the study (Pfeiffer 2007).
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5. The role of non-rou*ne tasks in assembly, startup and 
malfunc*on 

The center of assembly ac.vity is occupied by “actual assembly work”: ficng, handling, inser.ng, 

and adjus.ng – seemingly monotonous, undemanding ac.vi.es. Assembly in its uninterrupted 

normal opera.on in a sense represents the implicit paradigm of “unskilled work” that glimmers 

through the debates on this subject we referred to in the introduc.on. And in the interviews on 

the supervisorial level we oben encounter the view that precisely in this context no elaborate 

experien.al knowledge is needed. However, if we look in a differen.ated manner at the demands 
that are givens in the daily work of a trouble-free assembly opera.on – and not just in startup or 

in recogni.on, avoidance, and remedying of malfunc.ons – then the profound importance of ex-

perience for such seemingly “simple” work emerges clearly.  

5.1 Undisturbed assembly 

For it is all about just-in-.me assembly of what may be highly complicated products in the short-
est cycle .mes with the highest quality. Here work cannot be reduced to a single hand move-

ment – even in the smoothly running assembly opera.on experienced workers do much more: 

They perceive the en.re process with all their senses (products, parts, machinery, group…). Bod-

ies adjust not only to cycle .mes, but synchronize with the en.re process and the rhythms of co-

workers (for instance, on a U-shaped produc.on line).  No maper how monotonous the sequence 

of steps may be, experienced workers remain on the alert for the unexpected. They regard the 

whole as “their” work; every departure from normal is significant. Part of this, for example, is the 

ability to keep track of the whole environment with peripheral vision, so to speak out of the cor-

ner of the eye, while the inexperienced concentrate more or less exclusively on what they are 

doing.  

In sensory awareness, hearing plays a very special role: Even the smallest change in the back-

ground noise – despite the prevailing immense ambient noise – registers with experienced work-

ers and is gauged accurately. With the ability to perceive changes in sound early on and interpret 

them accurately, the transi.ons from the (s.ll!) undisturbed assembly opera.on to prevent mal-

func.ons are fluent. Many changes of sound can be assigned easily and unequivocally to individ-

ual processing events, but most oben the required perceptual ability is tuned to significantly sub-

tler varia.ons.  Hearing is interwoven with a feel for something like a normal or changed texture 

of the en.re noise carpet: The experienced assembler does not hear clearly iden.fiable tones 

that point to the cause of a technical defect, but instead knows that the machine has a “belly 

ache.”  Something that could at first glance be put down to imprecision or vagueness is precisely 
the strength of this perceptual ability: Precisely because a fuzzy awareness is possible, any 
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change – even one never before experienced, s.ll unfamiliar – can register very early on. Those 

with experience start listening (up) already when approaching the machine or when crossing 

through the shop floor, so that the perceptual ability is not only or first turned on during the ac-

tual assembly hand maneuver. What separates the experienced from the inexperienced assembly 

worker is, among others, the former’s sensi.vity to the change in sound rela.ng to their own 

process or machine heard over the ambient noise. Decisive in this is the ability not only to per-

ceive the changes but also to classify and integrate them while they are happening. It is not a 

maper here of an inten.onal, targeted listening but instead, analogous to the peripheral vision 
out of the corners of the eye, it requires listening to the whole noise carpet and changes in it as if 

through “the corners of the ears.” Given the short cycle .mes that are normal in series assembly 

today, it is not just precision that is called for in handling but also speed.  

Speed and precision, volume and quality are linked by the experienced worker in a kind of unique 

overall handling dexterity, not just in the speed of a single hand movement. This type of dexteri-

ty, which has a strong physically related component, is much more than dull rou.ne. It is really a 

very sensing type of ac.on (even when handling component groups, some of which may weigh 

several kilos) that keeps open all sensory channels for unexpected changes. It is precisely this 

dexterity, the body-memorized feel for handling and processing, that also facilitates that every 

hand maneuver, every hap.c contact in an individual assembly hand movement and comprehen-
sive quality control (of own ac.vity, of upstream processes, of materials used, of process steps, 

etc.) are all rolled into one. What shapes the total process even more robustly and effec.vely can 

nevertheless be felt as stress-related demands by the individual. S.ll, because this staying 

clocked in does make func.onal sense on the material-corporeal level, it gets done; the body can 

(and “wants to,” so to speak) escape the material requirements only condi.onally.  

Nothing is ever the same. The experienced worker also takes this into account even when the 

assembly of one and the same part has been running flawlessly for some .me. It is always also 

not just about reac.ng to poten.al changes, but about an.cipa.ng them: Not only does this ap-

ply to inter-company upstream processing steps, but even in the event of a tool change on the 

supplier’s side. What passes in assembly work as uninterrupted normal opera.on frequently 
would not be that if experienced assembly workers could not con.nually master, almost in an 

o�and way, the minutest ac.ons geared to avoiding and remedying malfunc.ons that they inte-

grate into their supposedly “repe..ve” hand movements. Frequently, this is not even no.ced in 

companies, because, as a consequence of the preemp.ve handling of malfunc.ons, they do not 

“register” as down.me. Let the individual assembly steps, looked at superficially from outside, 

appear to be repe..ve and unskilled: thanks to their abili.es, the experienced workers not only 

master the running assembly, but they also see to it that the assembly line keeps running op.-

mally. They themselves are absolutely aware of the special quality of these experience-based 
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abili.es, and they also apply them to new challenges – even when the business environment 

does not provide sufficient framework parameters, up to and including unpaid .me even.  

5.2 Startup and handling changes 

With startup, it becomes obvious with par.cular frequency that the assembly workers’ experi-

ence compensates for standards that are either not set or not likely to be set, for example, be-

cause the specifica.ons for adjus.ng the processes and machines are not clear enough or are 

missing altogether. In part, the parameters are not adapted for the changes in parts or tools, be-

cause there is no standard for regularly upda.ng values once they are set; in part, the processes 

themselves are so fluid (e.g., through waste, quality fluctua.ons of raw and other materials and 

some.mes because of machines that are over 30 years old) that pre-set parameter secngs can 

only serve for gross orienta.on and tending to them permanently does not make technical sense 

either. Be the reason what it may: If adjustment parameters are not available or not sufficient, the 

adjustment at startup has to rely on the experience of the workforce. Generally, many adjust-
ments during parts changes or startup call for a careful feeling your way, in which sensory aware-

ness as well as handling feels play a special role.  Depending on the internal division of labour, 

complicated adjustment processes will come within the purview of the adjusters and/or group 

leaders. But groups in which the experience of several workers makes possible, for example, the 

parallel adjustment of several work sta.ons during a reficng, naturally reduce set-up .mes and 

so boost the overall produc.vity. This is why, wherever feasible, the “unskilled” workers take the 

adjustment process in hand themselves. As such, experienced workers and group leaders know 

exactly which adjustment and refit opera.ons require what level of experience. When this is not 

given its due, things go wrong.  

Seasoned workers master conversion to similar or familiar parts effortlessly; this is normal for 
them. They know the devil is in the details – an omiped end stop can ruin everything. And even 

the basically familiar series part can differ tomorrow because there have been design changes. 

The veterans are ready for anything. Par.cularly in adjus.ng parameters, when completely new 

parts are to be worked on, assembly workers and set-up people work together closely. Let their 

collec.ve prac.cal knowledge be applied to parameter secng, and this shared rela.onship with 

the adjustment process will prove especially effec.ve result-wise. Another decisive advantage of 

experience takes effect in the startup of new and unfamiliar, possibly even technically more diffi-

cult, parts (as dis.nct from changeovers to familiar parts): Experienced assembly workers do not 

know fear, but they have respect. They size up the challenge and see their qualita.ve differences. 

And their experience lends them the necessary aplomb for confron.ng the challenge.  
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5.3 An3cipa3ng and coping malfunc3on 

Uninterrupted normal opera.on is anything but pervasive normality; it is more like a fragile state 

that can be disturbed any .me and without no.ce by imponderables. This oben has to do with 
the (mostly creeping) wear and tear of the equipment, the handling contrivances, as well as molds 

and tools used. But the unforeseen also arises from varia.ons in materials and the quality of as-

sembly parts, whether they come from downstream processes or from suppliers. Automa.on can 

also produce unexpected problems; especially in the rela.vely .ghtly chained assembly areas or 

the so-called bopleneck processes. Par.cularly in the highly automated volume assembly, the 

smallest flaws can have far-reaching and above all costly consequences: a wrongly-interpreted 

sensor reading, an ini.ator that will not switch on, or a rela.vely minor programming error aber 

releasing a sobware upgrade, and it is all over. Early recogni.on of impending malfunc.ons is one 

of the most important skills of experienced assembly workers. It is only with experience that var-

ied and unexpected causes of trouble can be recognized by the smallest telltale signs that an out-
sider would scarcely no.ce. Key here is also knowing that malfunc.ons can have the most varied 

causes: equipment wear and tear and changed materials, supplier parts, or handling-automa.on, 

etc. The variety of problems can never be completely intercepted with technology – that much 

sensing technology would make no sense and would not be necessary in any case. Experienced 

workers know, for example, what the total noise background sounds like from a par.cular work-

sta.on – they not only catch the slightest devia.on, but they can also gauge its relevance.  

There is a common no.on that with added control technology and more sensors in the machines 

and logis.cs facili.es disrup.on avoidance could, in a sense, be taken away from the operators 

and delegated to technology. But not all breakdowns can be captured in a .mely, unambiguous 

manner and reported by technology. Even in the case of disrup.ons that can register with ICT 
support, experience-guided awareness of malfunc.ons is oben quicker and more effec.ve. For 

that maper, control and measurement technology can itself be a source of malfunc.ons, some-

thing that experienced workers know. A persistent unchanged measurement reading, for in-

stance, arouses suspicions and they have ways and means for quickly checking if the indicated 

reading and reality are one and the same. Experienced workers thus not only understand the lan-

guage of the material processes, but also the language of erroneous control signals – they know 

how to interpret both and to relate them to each other in order to forestall malfunc.ons before 

they happen. What “runs along” subliminally as an early indicator of impending disrup.ons in on-

going assembly work shows up as a key element in problem preven.on: Holis.c sensory aware-

ness puts the experienced worker in a posi.on of recognizing any sort of possible problem indi-
cators so quickly that an actual dysfunc.on can oben be avoided by a preven.ve ac.on. Espe-

cially, being sensi.ve to noise oben helps to detect machine wear and tear at such an early stage 

that an unplanned shutdown can be completely forestalled. It is not only machines and tools that 

are under “observa.on” by seasoned assembly workers as poten.al disrup.ve factors, but also 
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intake, transport, and handling technology, for they are oben the cause of en.re processes grind-

ing to a halt. The experienced, however, do not just keep an eye on the main press or on the 

process bopleneck, but also, for example, on the seemingly irrelevant conveyor belts. But not 

only noises are apen.vely listened for in order to register machine wear and tear in .me. Where 

noises cannot help, the whole range of sensory percep.on takes over in order to recognize any 

sort of problem already by first signs and take it seriously.  Included here is the look and feel dur-

ing handling, as well as closer observa.on of machine or process behaviour. Should small or larg-

er problems surface, it is not just the prac.cal knowledge of the maintenance person that is in 
demand, but also the assembly worker’s experience. The laper takes care of many small details 

while a process is running – for example, the repeatedly needed resecng of end stops. Experi-

enced workers not only master the small interven.on, they are also aware of the limits of their 

experience. They do not experiment blindly with the equipment and control technology, but can 

judge when keeping something in working condi.on is called for. Larger breakdowns can be han-

dled most effec.vely when maintenance and assembly workers mutually recognize each other’s 

per.nent, specific experien.al knowledge and – especially in searching for causes – jointly im-

plement it. Time permicng, the experienced assembly worker profits from the repairs done by 

maintenance personnel to gain addi.onal prac.cal knowledge of the machines and facili.es.  

Small, seemingly ordinary interven.ons, e.g., sign off, are normal prac.ce and are hardly thought 
of as troubleshoo.ng by the workers. And yet, they also are only possible when grounded in long 

years of experience, for it is equally wrong to sign off prematurely as it is not to have enough 

confidence to sign off (instead calling in the group leader in every single instance, for example). 

Whether the defect report on the equipment should be taken seriously or can be ignored without 

compromising quality or the upstream process calls for split-second decisions, which is exactly 

why they can only be made effec.vely by someone with experience. The no.on is oben encoun-

tered that especially highly-automated facili.es can purposely be staffed with the less experi-

enced, since these facili.es generate error message on their own in case of process and quality 

devia.ons. But interpre.ng these error messages is not that simple. Reconciling their real signifi-

cance is successful only the basis of grounded experience. Indeed, experienced workers in as-
sembly regard the necessity to intervene as an integral element in their work, as a “minor detail” 

of which nothing much is made. That does not change the fact that these steady interven.ons 

are what keeps larger disrup.ons from happening in the first place.  

The numerous, seemingly simple, standard errors that are experienced as normal and that can be 

easily fixed must not blind to the unforeseen errors. Experienced workers are aware that their 

standard fix does not always do the trick and that a same phenomenon may hide totally different 

remedia.on requirements. This ability to differen.ate, this knowledge of the variability of what 

causes defects, and hence also the varia.on in remedial measures, only accumulates over .me – 

it simply is a maper of experience. Just as relevant as a .mely recogni.on of malfunc.on about 

to happen is choosing the right .me to intervene. Especially with wear- and process-related dis-
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rup.ons a .mely interven.on can prevent serious, costly repercussions. The “low-skilled” assem-

bly workers some.mes know more tweaks and more effec.ve ones, based on their specific expe-

rience with normally opera.ng equipment and processes, than the fipers or the group leaders. 

And they absolutely think in a cost-conscious manner in these situa.ons – a skill that supervisors 

oben deny in “their” assembly people.  

6. Assembly embedded interac*ve tasks: disposi*on und 
organisa*on 

Besides the actual assembly work, the “extraneous” plays an ever more important role especially 
in the case of modern, flexible assembly processes. Our inquiries show that experience is signifi-

cant not just in working with technology, machinery, and products, but also, and increasingly so, 

in rela.on to the group and group ac.on, performance, quality assurance and materials flow. 

Disposi.on and organisa.on in recent years have clearly grown as requirement dimensions and 

belonging to them is not only a new canon of technical knowledge but also specific manifesta-

.ons of experience. Experience mapers in work life not just in rela.on to dealing with technical 

things; the corporate social environment is also the source of experience as well as an area for its 

applica.on.  

6.1 Non-rou3ne and interac3vity in group or team 

In assembly group work, experience relates not only to the use of so-called “social skills.” Certain-

ly, it is important to be team-capable, to act in a collegial manner, resolve conflicts objec.vely, 

listen ac.vely, etc. Of course, experience plays a role in these forms of social coexistence as well. 

However, an assembly team is not only about social cohesion. It is also and especially a work 

connec.on. To perceive with all the senses is an important dimension of experience-based ac-

.on. It is meaningful not only in rela.on to early problem preven.on, but also when it comes to 
group rela.onships among colleagues. Sensing in .mely fashion who needs help, or seeing with 

your peripheral vision that a new colleague’s worksta.on is too elaborately arranged er-

gonomically – that, too, is a ques.on of experience. In certain types of assembly work, such as on 

U-type assembly lines, it is all about cycling smoothly into the technical processes and into the 

group. That is achieved only with a highly developed holis.c awareness. Experienced individuals 

move as a group in synch with short cycle .mes, oben in a confined space like a prac.ced soccer 

team. Only when a player is subs.tuted and the rhythm is lost does the extent become apparent 

to which a collec.ve body sense and coordina.on capability are in play here. Experien.al knowl-

edge is always individual – not everyone in a group can have accumulated the same experience. 
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This diversity turns into strength when all are aware of their own experience and that of the oth-

ers, but also of everyone’s limits. This is a par.cular challenge for an experienced group leader. In 

a successful shared group experience, not only do quality and piece counts click, the en.re 

group’s experien.al knowledge also grows. In this context, the ability to relate in a shared experi-

en.al manner to the work object is oben more important than “just” the social level of collec.ve 

skill. With this clocking in with technical processes and the group not only is the work process 

mastered, but planning errors or shorÄalls in fine-tuning are compensated for. Organizing the ro-

ta.on within the group is therefore not only ques.on of a fair distribu.on of the workload, but 
also depends on gauging individual skill and experiences. An experienced group will factor both 

criteria into how it organizes its rota.on.  

Produc.vity does not just result from efficient flows, standardized processes, and fully developed 

technology. Piece counts and cycle .mes demanded by today’s market pressures, are not achiev-

able without the experienced assembly worker. Whenever the ques.on of skill requirements in 

assembly work is the subject – the issues of performance and produc.vity are seldom part of the 

discussion. Performance and produc.vity are seen as basic and self-evident framework condi-

.ons and as resul.ng from the most op.mal work possible in engineering and construc.on, in 

job planning and produc.on control. According to this view, assembly as supposedly unskilled 

and monotonous rou.ne work in the end is only the execu.ng organ whose actors are inter-
changeable at will. Even when the decision makers in an enterprise are aware of the poten.al 

impacts of shibing or temp work and that experience also is a significant element in performance, 

they are oben downplayed. The workers on the assembly line, however, know that whoever is 

the most experienced on a worksta.on guarantees not only the best quality on it but also the 

highest piece counts. The supervisory level frequently underes.mates the engagement of the 

“unskilled” assembly workers. Especially the group leaders or team leaders know quite precisely 

from experience which seats can be assigned to the less experienced and on which sta.ons high-

ly developed experience is indispensable. A job rota.on that would not work in prac.ce oben has 

to do with knowing that the group’s overall produc.vity and/or quality would suffer in the short 

run if a change were made. Seasoned workers apply their skill and knowledge in every situa.on 
and thereby ensure quality and produc.vity. These are not just “aberthoughts” of technical-or-

ganisa.onal flows but also flexible guarantors of the efficiency of the whole.  

6.2 Non-rou3ne capabili3es ensuring performance and quality 

The overall equipment effec.veness (OEE), is calculated from key performance indicators like 

machine availability, machine performance level, etc. But a key factor in a high OEE stems from 
something that is so difficult to put a number on and cannot in the least be captured in key per-

formance indicators – worker experience. Absent experience that is permanently fed into ongo-

ing assembly as well as start up, the cycle .mes and piece counts demanded today are not 
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achievable in the long run. Without the ability to make the right move in case of impending mal-

func.ons – even under .me pressure! – high produc.vity is not sustainable. This experience is 

also indispensable when it comes to performance. This does not just apply to piece counts; expe-

rience is also a material performance factor in specialty mechanical engineering. What mapers 

there is mee.ng deadlines and as rapid an implementa.on as possible, capabili.es that are .ghtly 

coupled with the experience backing them up. One reasons that experience and performance are 

.ghtly interlaced resides in the speed and sleepwalker-like facility in performing the individual 

hand movements. This is an ability that seasoned workers will always possess over new hires or 
the less experienced.  

The experienced, however, are simultaneously adept at not sacrificing quality on the piece count 

altar. Speed does not become a fe.sh, but instead, when changing star.ng condi.ons bring with 

them differen.ated and, especially, ac.on sequences of varying dura.ons, these will be executed 

with the necessary cau.on. Experienced workers pull off this permanent, situa.onally condi-

.oned balancing act because they not only can perform the individual hand maneuver quickly 

and precisely, but also because a hand movement is not just a hand movement. It is also always a 

subliminal quality control that oben involves sufficient and simultaneous problem preven.ng mi-

cro-moves “at the margin” or, beper said, “on the fly.”  

Complex products, like those produced in assembly loca.on Germany, are quality products; de-
mands for quality will only keep increasing. The global compe..ve situa.on shows that, today 

and in the future, it is not just about compe.ng on costs, it is also about compe.ng on quality. 

Quality is crucially determined on the worker level and connected with their skills, an insight that 

has not been challenged for many years. This is why many quality control measures, such as sta.c 

process control (SPC), self-checking by crabsmen, quality circles, and quality management, go 

hand in glove with worker training methods. But quality cannot be assured only by methods or by 

conveying theore.cal knowledge. Quality is the dimension in assembly work in which all kinds of 

experience-based knowledge and ac.on have an indispensable role. A holis.c awareness, a dia-

logic dealing with product and process, a feel for material and flows, as well as a real rela.onship 

to handling things are all necessary for guaranteeing high quality in las.ng fashion. Quality pro-
duc.on thus is not only important on the level of what is an almost “ordained” quality assurance.  

The experienced pick up possible errors with all their senses, literally with every fiber of their 

bodies. Reaching into the Kanban basket, loading the machine – every hap.c contact, every 

glance out of the corner of the eye is ongoing quality control.  Here a changed metal surface at-

tracts apen.on, there a problem burr is no.ced or a drill hole is seen to be missing. All this hap-

pens prac.cally in the blink of an eye, almost unconsciously, with every move of the hand, day in 

day out – and all of it is possible only against a background of highly developed experience. Only 

someone through whose hands much quality has flowed, only someone who has already experi-
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enced the most varied defec.ve parts has accumulated the experience for this kind of holis.c 

quality control. Not only does this prevent own mistakes, but it also catches errors from preced-

ing processing steps and intuits poten.al mistakes by the colleague in the next seat. Add to this 

something akin to a collegial quality understanding, for example, by handing off the parts in such 

a manner that the leb-handed colleague in the next sta.on gets at them beper. To take responsi-

bility for overall quality in this sense comprises much more than what can be depicted by quality 

KPIs. But if there is a shortage of this kind of experience in assembly, today’s minimum parts-per-

minute rates are not achievable. There is no such thing as a zero-defect car without a maximum 
of experience on the employee level.  

6.3 Mastering the material flow and compensa3ng ICT-flaws 

Integrated produc.on systems aim not only at op.mizing assembly processes per se; the con.n-

ual improvement with the objec.ve of an unimpeded material flow is just as crucial. Highly varie-

gated solu.ons have been found, depending on the type of product and assembly technique. 
There are Kanban systems that even .e in the suppliers. Then there are the so-called milk run-

ners, individuals tasked with cyclical material provisioning and which therefore relieve the groups 

of that burden. In high volume produc.on, the internal business logis.cs in part are even out-

sourced to external service providers.   

In one-of-a-kind (“one-off”) and batch produc.on assembly, in turn, it is not only the material 

flow, but even material procurement that assembly workers are responsible for. While in the 

course of semi-autonomous group work and lean produc.on the responsibility for material flow 

was very firmly shibed to the group, now the tendency is to relieve the group of it. In addi.on, 

ICT systems for produc.on planning and control hold out the promise of real-.me and precise 

monitoring of material flows and warehouses, implying that no order will be released unless all 
necessary parts are readily available. Were all these logis.cal, organisa.onal, and ICT measures to 

func.on smoothly and interact seamlessly with one another, if all actors worked together well, 

from suppliers to the logis.cs provider to the milk runner and the employee in procurement – 

who ul.mately enters the basic data relevant to material flow in the ICT systems – then the de-

mands on the assembler rela.ve to material flow would be vanishingly small.   

However, the industrial reality looks different. The supplier parts may be in house, but not in suf-

ficient quan.ty at the right .me in the right place. Milk runners may give it their best, but then 

they can’t be there at the decisive moment since their “func.oning” depends on too many exter-

nal condi.ons. The difference between the PPS (Produc.on Planning System) readout and the 

real material situa.on unfortunately empirically is not an excep.on but a daily fact in many en-
terprises, as is also the oben .me-intensive search for the missing parts that ensues. Those with 

experience know all about this “completely normal insanity.” Their holis.c awareness relates not 
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to assembly itself but the whole ball of wax. A Kanban basket that for too long has not been re-

plenished, a harried milk runner, intui.on in looking for missing parts: seasoned assembly work-

ers conceive of it all as an obvious part of their work.  

It is simply true that assembly work can only run undisturbed when no imponderables arise from 

incongruous real and computerized processes, or if the resul.ng uncertainty does not impact the 

flow of produc.on. Exactly this kind of imponderable is on the rise: .me and again, experienced 

workers have to improvise on the level of the real process. An example that repeatedly crops up 

empirically are deficits in capacity and product planning that, when they manifest themselves, 
must be improvised for situa.onally and ad hoc by experienced workers. In the rarest cases do 

these deficits result from incorrect planning on the part of employees in produc.on planning. In-

stead, what happens here is that the basic, materially determined parameters, which are indis-

pensable for meaningful planning, are not entered into the planning system as actual data – lead-

ing repeatedly to many cases where the .mes stored in electronic produc.on plans for individual 

work runs do not agree with actually required .mes. This then coincides – frequently with cumu-

la.ve effect – with requirements that are not capable of being integrated in a .mely manner with 

capacity planning and that simply cannot be compensated for in terms of substance (e.g., prob-

lems with individual equipment, delays, sub-par supplier parts, and the like).  

Typically, to top it all off, there is the search for what could be called computer-generated missing 
parts, to coin a phrase. This refers to parts which, according to the PP&C or ERP systems, should 

be available in sufficient piece count and even at the right .me at the right place for a pending 

order – at least that is what the display says. But too oben the displayed normal status does not 

really exist. The parts are neither to be found on the spot or in the indicated storage loca.on. 

Should the planning horizons generated by the sales logic then remain in the systems as con-

structs that are difficult to work around, the forecasts suggested via ERP and PPS then tend to 

turn into barriers to real, func.oning plans. What planning could not manage can only be com-

pensated for by experience in the work process.  

7. Innova*on and organisa*onal learning  

Assembly work even plays a role in innova.ve processes, and assembly workers are involved in 

op.mizing and organisa.onal learning measures. Their experience is needed in configuring and 

ramp-up of new assembly lines, they are inclined to con.nually op.mize the assembly process, 

and last but not least they play an important role in transferring their non-rou.ne capabili.es and 

the related so called tacit knowledge towards other workers e.g. in assembly sites offshored to 
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low-cost countries, to assembly line planners and to experts for automa.za.on – even at the 

cost of losing their own jobs. 

7.1 Configuring, op3mizing, and learning  

Constantly configuring and op.mizing processes is unthinkable absent the specific experien.al 

knowledge of the individual assembly worker. Many companies have realized this and involve the 

employees earlier than ever in process configura.on and op.miza.on. Even when it comes to 

conceptualizing facili.es and shibing worksta.ons their experien.al knowledge is purposely 

brought in and used, in a way it never used to be. And finally: Whether it is Kaizen and CIP (con-

.nual improvement process) or a company-wide employee sugges.on program, all these systems 

thrive on assembly workers’ inputs of prac.cal knowledge. And this they provide indeed. Sea-

soned workers know not only about the relevance of their experien.al knowledge applied to 

configura.on, they volunteer it. They regard configura.on and op.miza.on not as special tasks 

but as integral elements of daily work, not only in the opera.onal “small potatoes” at their own 
worksta.on, but also by taking part in overarching op.miza.on processes or by pushing for 

them. A natural op.miza.on strategy relates to the level of the item count. Experienced assem-

bly employees also take care of that, even if they raise their own .me pressure and that of their 

colleagues in doing so. Seasoned workers not only bring their experience to bear on configuring 

individual hand movements in their workplace in its narrowest sense, but also they eye en.re 

processes when it comes to op.miza.on.  Oben the configura.on and op.miza.on ac.vi.es of 

experienced assembly workers compensate for design flaws in equipment or instruments, and in 

specialty mechanical engineering area even for design flaws in the products themselves. What 

mapers most is that experienced individuals not only have the ability to configure and op.mize 

processes but also want to exercise that ability. Empirically, we found many indica.ons of the 
kind of self-starter engagement with, and enthusiasm for, what might be called “grass-roots” op-

.miza.on – a poten.al that should not be s.fled by too much top-down standardiza.on.  

7.2 Learning and being able to gather experience 

Experience is not simply switched on or off. It is not only the spontaneous consequence of 

pucng in many years at one and the same place of work. Experience is also a ques.on of ac-
tude and a method of doing. The experienced are not only sure of how important their experi-

ence is to the work process, they also develop a feel for the paths to learning, a highly individual 

way of “picking up” experience. It is learning by doing and experienced workers organize their 

doing, they seek out opportuni.es for new experiences instead of avoiding them. In this way, any 

work situa.on can turn into a learning situa.on; for example, maintenance repairs on your own 

worksta.on. An experienced assembly worker knows that she can experience her machine in a 

totally different way than while it is running. Or, when a colleague is doing rework, she pitches in 
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and, by doing so, takes the ini.a.ve in looking at the upstream process. The seasoned under-

stand the significance of such situa.ons and take advantage of them – if allowed to. Regrepably, 

the piece count pressure is oben so great that such valuable situa.ons of learning by experience 

cannot be exploited sufficiently. Also, many in-company con.nuing educa.on ac.vi.es are ori-

ented toward formal teaching of theore.cal knowledge and too seldom to criteria for an experi-

ence-guided learning. In contrast, there is no need to explain to assembly workers how learning 

from experience differs from other learning techniques. They have a very well developed sense 

that gathering experience and learning during the work process are two sides of the same coin. 
Experienced employees doing assembly also know that experien.al learning can already start 

when watching others at work. The key element in experience learning, however, is and will re-

main hands-on doing: the hap.c handling of work objects, the deploying of sensory awareness, 

gaining body intelligence and a feel for materiality during the work process. Many interview ex-

cerpts illustrate that assembly workers are very much in the know about this access to learning 

and also apply this knowledge purposefully. In learning and experience-accumula.ng, the impor-

tant thing is to confront things, to get into them, experience them hands-on. Many interview pas-

sages show that assembly employees oben know more about successful mechanisms and feasi-

ble ways of experien.al learning than many voca.onal trainers.  

Combined with this actude of being open to experience comes being conscious that what is 
learned by hands-on doing is retained best – it imparts certainty and authority in dealing with the 

unforeseen. They treasure experience and therefore seek out learning situa.ons that make it 

possible for them to experience new products or equipment, for example, from the ground up. 

Ul.mately, learning from experience also means learning from problems that have been solved. 

While on the discourse level inside enterprises an ever more strongly expressed discrimina.on of 

the word “problem” seems to be being formulated, experienced assembly workers recognize the 

value of problems for gathering experience. Not just the actual cause of the problem can be of 

significance here – experien.al learning also feeds on the large and small problems that paved 

the way to a solu.on.  

7.3 Sharing experience and collec3ve learning 

Exchanging experiences is also part of experien.al learning. Fundamental here is being aware of 

how special and important one’s own experien.al knowledge is – and not just your own but also 

the experien.al knowledge of others. Readiness to share this knowledge does not first have to 

be awakened in the experienced for they know that everyone has their share of it. If this readi-

ness is lacking, it is usually opera.onally condi.oned, for instance, due to a group leader that 
does not nurture but monopolizes everything herself, a group climate based on compe..on, or 

piece counts and cycle .me pressures that crowd out everything else.  
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It happens that passing on experien.al knowledge occurs best in a concrete situa.on and by di-

rect showing, by mimicking and by shared hands-on doing. That takes .me and opportunity. The 

situa.onal passing on of experien.al knowledge during the work process is the most effec.ve 

way of collec.ve learning: no con.nuing educa.on module, no group discussion, no wripen best 

prac.ce can take its place. As part of a successful exchange of experience you have to approach 

more experienced colleagues to share theirs. That in itself calls for experience – knowing who 

has the deepest and the most helpful store of experiences. And this experience then is called on 

situa.onally when it is needed. Of course, it is not just relevant to gather experience from the 
right source, that is, from the colleague who has per.nent experience with the problem at hand. 

It always takes two (at least) for an exchange of experience.  

That means there has to be the right actude on the other side, that of the experienced person. 

Employees must not only want to pass on their experience, but they must be able to judge who is 

less experienced and what experience the other person lacks. Being prepared to exchange infor-

ma.on does not stop at the group boundary or at the end of a shib. Among the employees, this 

willingness includes a great deal, such as experiences with the equipment manufacturer, sharing 

about shib and group boundaries, all the way into .me aber work. A typical example of sharing 

experience at shib change shows that, besides the entries into the shib log, those hard-to-formu-

late experiences with the process-related state are passed on. Exchanges of experience gained 
are regarded as completely normal elements of work ac.vity; and, where necessary, even to the 

point of “hot wiring.” Experience exchange func.ons not only verbally, but is oben coupled with a 

demonstra.on on the object and with mimicry. Wherever possible, experience exchanges inter-

lace with shared hands-on doing.  

8.  One-off and workshop assembly: a special case? 

High volume assembly, one-off assembly in specialty engineering shops, line or U-shape assem-

bly, highly automated or manually intensive: assembly work covers a wide spectrum.  The differ-

ences are immense and vary not only by assembly type, but at least as markedly by automa.on 

level, batch sizes, product complexity, technologies deployed, forms of group work, etc. As com-

monly-held as it is wrong is the no.on that the skilled worker in specialty engineering is, and 

needs to be, more experienced than the unskilled assembler in line produc.on. Our studies show 

that all dimensions of experience are encountered in every kind of assembly work, and thus as-

sembly work should not be labeled as rou.ne work only. The way experience is expressed clearly 
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can differ significantly. But for these differences the type of assembly is no more important than, 

for example, the product complexity or the degree of automa.on.  

Nonetheless, there are differences. Unlike volume assembly, in specialty assembly the separa.on 

between con.nuous assembly and startup tends to blur, especially in one-off assembly where 

“con.nuous startup” could be said to prevail. Moreover, compared to line assembly, the “group” 

topic recedes into the background. Instead, because of the high degree of task integra.on, the 

subject of disposi.on/organisa.on assumes greater importance, involving as it does require-

ments for closer coordina.on with construc.on, work scheduling, supplier businesses and pro-
cesses and even with customers on the applica.on side. And, without ques.on, assembly work-

ers in workshops for the most part have a more integrated work environment, and they are 

granted greater autonomy in their work ac.vi.es.  

Experience, in a manner of speaking, grows as their tasks grow, a truism that not only the empiri-

cal findings from our study confirm. S.ll, employees in workshop assembly manage these tasks 

with the same facets of experien.al knowledge as those in seemingly unskilled volume assembly. 

In both types of assembly, the features of experience are expressed in the same dimensions: 

holis.c awareness, dialogic approach, associa.on/feel and empathe.c rela.onship. Time pres-

sure is less pronounced in workshop assembly and there is less standardiza.on of work process-

es, and this also means that errors do not necessarily entail immediate consequences for costs. A 
great deal can be straightened out in workshop assembly by improvising or spontaneous changes 

in work sequence and the like, a freedom that is absent on assembly lines. Here experience has 

to func.on “on the spot.”   

All things considered, however, the compara.ve look at both types of assembly work shows that 

the differences between workshop and line assembly are not as large as they are usually made 

out to be. This does not devalue the common image of the experienced workshop assembler in 

specialty mechanical engineering, which coincides largely with that of the skilled technician; 

however, it is high .me that experience in the “unskilled” work on the assembly line is accorded 

recogni.on that measures up to its importance and overcomes the long hold rou.ne/non-rou.ne 

dis.nc.on. 

So much for the experience perspec.ve. If we look at it instead from the formal qualifica.on 

side, it becomes apparent that relevant technical training is indispensable for demanding assem-

bly in workshops – but the same holds just as true for exac.ng volume assembly. The skill-level 

gap, and therefore also the outside recogni.on gap, that three years of technical training account 

for, incidentally does not just reside in the elaborated theore.cal technical knowledge and a plus 

of skilled crabsmanship and processes, but also provides a head start on experience: three years 

of training also happen to be three years of experience gathering, which, for the most part, takes 

place during an early voca.onal and work-biographical socializa.on phase and during which a 
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founda.onal experience repertoire that can be built on is acquired. To that extent, the experien-

.al edge gained during voca.onal training is a beper diagnos.c criterion for differen.a.ng skill 

levels than a comparison of different kinds of assembly work.  

9. Assembly, non-rou*ne and voca*onal training  

In the (voca.onal) training policy debate swirling around unskilled work at present “nearly irrec-

oncilable” perspec.ves clash, which, “on the one hand, postulate the aboli.on of skilled work and 

basic voca.onal training and, on the other hand, a tough defense of the status quo (Lacher 

2006a, p. 89). The contradic.ons already start with the ini.al diagnoses. Much seems to speak 

for an expansion of the qualita.ve demands of assembly work. This is equally the diagnosis for 

learning, thinking, responsibility, coopera.on and completeness (Bullinger 1993, p. 163) as it is 

for the expansion of purely technical knowledge and industrial skills in process, context, and de-

pendency knowledge (Freimuth et al. 2002, p. 13). Apparent is an increasing requirement for 

process skills that would also equip skilled and unskilled employees to “expend their technical 
skills to fit the situa.on” (Zeller et al. 2004), and an increased significance of integra.on knowl-

edge in the sense of an ability to apply knowledge of procedures in other process steps in the 

concrete case (Berger et al. 2005, p. 49). Finally, assembly employees need “sufficient social and 

qualificatory resources [...] for dealing with novelty, uncertainty, complexity and conflicts” (Buck/

Reif 2003, p. 36 f.). Even the concept of “helper ac.vi.es” needs new defini.on in view of these 

phenomena (Zeller et al. 2004a, p. 31). Driving defini.ons in this case is no longer the descrip.on 

of the workplace, but rather the work environment, that is increasingly marked by complexity, 

dynamism, and non-transparency (ibid., p. 35-49). And lastly, even when it comes to planning as-

sembly systems, bringing the know-how of colleagues engaged in value crea.on to bear is seen 

as indispensable (see Kluge et al. 2007). Looking at these asser.ons, the answer to the ques.on 
of skill and qualifica.on requirements in assembly work is clear: Various kinds of changes in as-

sembly work are accompanied by increasing demands on the abili.es of employees and an ex-

pansion of the knowledge needed to cope with daily work. That said, the natural outgrowth of an 

increase in training and qualifica.on is subject to controversy and discussion in new educa.on 

policy tones.  

In connec.on with increase in manual ac.vi.es, Lacher (2005, p. 62 und 2006) sees even in the 

standardized automobile assembly produc.on systems a new worker type, the “qualified rou.ne 

worker.” The laper sees herself confronted by increasingly ambiguous opera.onal requirements: 

between the poles of complete opera.onal tasks and repe..ve piece work, between teamwork 
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and individual rou.ne tasks, between con.nual improvement and work based on standards, and 

finally between business process orienta.on and sub ac.vi.es.  

At this new interface between unskilled work and skilled work, a segmenta.on is occurring both 

of the skilled as well as the unskilled “handyman ac.vi.es.” Ac.vi.es emerge that presuppose 

more complex abili.es and expanded knowledge and along with them awaken the need for two-

year voca.onal training courses for assembly and fabrica.on work; in other words, for an educa-

.on below the level of the skilled worker (Zeller 2006). This demand is increasingly encountered 

in the current discussion: so, for example, also Springer (2005a, p. 24), alongside the mul.-year 
basic technical educa.on of technical problem solvers calls for the introduc.on of a short basic 

qualifica.on for rou.ne work with the op.on of systema.c ongoing qualifica.on in the direc.on 

of problem solving. Lacher (2005, p. 63) goes so far as to take the conflic.ng demands between 

rou.ne and flexibiliza.on as a reason for demanding “the aboli.on of the three-and-a-half year 

rigid .me formula for ini.al voca.onal training.”  And from the employer side comes a similar de-

termina.on: In the area of manual line assembly, as a rule no skilled worker qualifica.ons are 

necessary and there exists all the way up into the processing func.ons a high degree of misallo-

ca.on of qualifica.ons; instead, the hallmark of efficient work organisa.ons is the integra.on of 

low-skilled and skilled ac.vi.es (Gryglewski 2005, p. 5 f.). With that, the ini.al educa.on as 

“qualifica.ons and flexibility reserve” loses importance in comparison with work-task related 
qualifica.on, hence employability is laid at the feet of the employee. (ibid., p. 8). And so a discus-

sion that s.ll has legs starts up again: Already in the 1980 and 1990s, studies of assembly work 

prognos.cated that, at most, a near skilled-worker qualifica.on level would suffice to achieve a 

“par.al professionaliza.on” based on occupa.onal experience and adequate semiskilled qualifi-

ca.on (Seitz 1992, p. 174). 

However, the prevalence and loudness of voices that went so far as to advocate abolishing three-

year voca.onal training have diminished. Lacher (2006a, p. 87), for example, stresses that the 

classic skilled worker is by no means obsolete.  That is why, on the one hand, training for skilled 

work must con.nue; on the other hand, voca.onal training also is called for to meet the demand 

for qualified rou.ne work (ibid., p. 90). The approaches that are being offered or discussed at the 
moment as poten.al solu.ons differ: Besides approaches relying on enterprise-specific solu.on, 

the (e.g., Glander 2006, p. 183 f.) career educa.on debate focuses on possible op.ons in the con-

text of the na.onal qualifica.on framework (see Clement 2006, p. 100 ff. und 2007). Others 

right away cast an eye on a whole bundle of otherwise non-specific measures, for example, 

Weinkopf (2007, p. 30) in calling for improving the documenta.on of experience and (par.al) 

qualifica.ons below a completed voca.onal educa.on, but, on the other hand, also for making 

in-company con.nuing educa.on mandatory, and, furthermore, also calling on educa.on policy 

to create more opportuni.es for upward occupa.onal mobility. This is exactly how possible mod-

els must let themselves be measured: In the final analysis, it is not only about entry level oppor-
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tuni.es for the barely qualified to obtain qualifica.on, but, above all, also about op.ons that pick 

up there to offer further upward mobiliza.on (so-called “mobility chains”; Reinberg 2004, p. 74). 

The permeability of educa.onal systems, that is so happily conjured up in the Lisbon and Copen-

hagen processes, also has to apply to any eventual, newly-created two-year training course in 

assembly work. The key here is a genuine permeability that is regulated by a genuine social part-

nership.  Yet it remains that not only those employees doing qualified rou.ne work, but also 

skilled workers are being insufficiently prepared during ini.al voca.onal educa.on for the new 

demands posed (in par.cular, by complementary tasks) by integrated produc.on systems.  

Clement und Lacher (2006, p. 10) regard especially the occupa.onalism of training in the dual 

system as the cause of this. But in this regard, from the perspec.ve of experience and work ca-

pacity, it should be noted that voca.onal socializa.on, facilitated by a three-year training pro-

gram in the dual system, is not only characterized by the integrated media.on of theore.cal ex-

pert knowledge and prac.cal skills – but it is also the three-year op.on (and one that, in our 

view, it is ul.mately not replaceable by anything like it) suited for gathering not only basic occu-

pa.onal but also employment-related experiences and, for that maper, for providing training in 

the skill of experience-making on the job as a fundamental work capacity. The demands on ini.al 

voca.onal educa.on that indisputably have been changed by comprehensive produc.on systems 

(CPS) in no way put in ques.on the concept of voca.onalism. Kaizen processes as part of a flexi-
ble standardiza.on are inconceivable without sustained par.cipa.on by employees. This is 

demonstrated not only by current studies by Toyota in Europe (Pardi 2005 und 2007), but even 

the above cited employer posi.ons do not gainsay it. This is why a rejec.on of a three-year ini.al 

educa.on in the dual system makes no sense – even not by the “guided group work” logic cham-

pioned by Gryglewski, because the increasing technical and other responsibili.es at the group 

leader level in that case more than ever require high-level training. As understandable as clinging 

to a three-year training system that has no alterna.ve would be from the labour union side, it 

ignores the reali.es of assembly work and ul.mately the labour market in society as a whole. 

There will s.ll be large numbers of the less qualified in assembly work in the future. Precisely 

from the perspec.ve of work capacity it makes no sense to deploy well-trained skilled workers to 
overwhelmingly repe..ve workplaces where there is danger that their training-specific work ca-

pacity would erode over .me. Such a misuse of work capacity is the real problem – not the cost 

argument cited by Gryglewski that skilled work in assembly is too expensive. The other problem 

with this argument is that it does not have trac.on factually insofar as it is not the entry qualifi-

ca.ons that are relevant for the pay grade but rather the ac.vity performed (see Lacher 2006a, p. 

89). And for employee groupings that are structurally disadvantaged on the labour market, i.e. the 

less qualified, whether from migra.on background or not, assembly work remains one of the 

more crucial occupa.onal areas. That they require substan.al knowledge and skill in their line of 

work we were able to demonstrate earlier with our empirical findings.  Inter-company recognized 

and cer.ficated qualifica.on modules could represent an important component in sustaining and 
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increasing the value of the working power on the labour market of this worker category that is 

especially threatened by job losses. That would make a factual debate by the social partners for 

crea.ng such supplementary qualifica.on structures substan.ally more meaningful than the cur-

rently exis.ng, purely company-specific training module. But here the stress is on the world 

“supplementary,” because it cannot be a maper of an alterna.ve to the three-year training pro-

gram. Anyone who, like the employer side, at this .me is calling for a more adequate qualifica-

.ons alloca.on, does not just need a more adequate variability of qualifica.on offerings and lev-

els, but also the possibility of making them comparable between companies And, on the union 
side, whoever wants to overcome the historically growing focus on the skilled worker level for 

organizing poten.al in the metal and automobile industry ought to be able to discern the need – 

absolutely existen.al given the state of the labour market –for a higher-value labour market pro-

file of the employee pool for assembly work that is typically cons.tuted of low-qualified workers, 

as an important interest representa.on endeavor.  

The educa.on policy debate shows that employees in assembly work see themselves faced with 

conflic.ng demands. The talk is of qualified rou.ne work and new segmenta.ons between un-

skilled and skilled work, but also of increasingly in-demand process and rela.onship knowledge, 

integra.on and context knowledge. All the discussion par.cipants seem to agree that in assembly 

work it is increasingly a maper of skills for Keeping “the whole” in view (i.e., the process and not 
just the individual worksta.on) Dealing flexibly with the unexpected.  

Neither of these is learned from textbooks but in the course of prac.cal work – by experience. 

Assembly work is anything but “just” unskilled work. It is on the level of the day-to-day, experi-

ence-based work ac.on that first emerges what specifically hides behind the new requirements. 

To date, the experience of employees in assembly work has been the guarantor that they would 

be able, .me and again, to cope with the new demands, and do so, oben enough, without formal 

qualifica.on or sufficient in-company con.nuing educa.on. But experience cannot subs.tute for 

qualifica.on! The increased demands of assembly work call for new qualifica.on endeavors, both 

in the three-year training program as well eventually in yet-to-be created, low-threshold supple-

mentary offerings. But, more than ever, these must be designed to be “experience conducive.” 
Examples that have proved successful in prac.ce, such as the dual ini.al training in the commer-

cial area that can be changed and supplemented to such an extent, do exist (see Bauer et al. 

2006 for chemistry technicians. The principles of experience-based learning (see Bauer/Munz 

2004) are par.cularly suited, not only for suppor.ng the  “the hidden side of professional han-

dling” but above all for developing “hidden abili.es of the less-qualified and the 

disadvantaged” (see Böhle 2004). This holds all the more true for in-company con.nuing educa-

.on: Where, as in the companies we studied, the employees doing assembly work manifest lan-

guage, reading, and wri.ng difficul.es, it is the experience-guided methods of instruc.on that 

are especially well suited for making complex rela.onships come alive and for being experienced.  
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